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To whom it may concern; 

 

California Proposition 65, known as the Safe Drinking Water and Toxic 

Enforcement Act of 1986, requires product warning for a wide variety of chemicals 

known to the State of California to cause cancer, birth defects or reproductive harm. 

This proposition applies only to products sold within the state of California, USA. The list 

can be referenced via https://www.oehha.ca.gov/prop65. The proposition requires a 

clear and reasonable warning if the product contains a chemical which causes greater 

than “no significant risk” for the previously listed concerns if and only if the chemical has 

a reasonable exposure route to human contact.  

 

Challenge Electronics maintains the greatest possible effort to upkeep the 

strictest standards to ensure the safety of all those encountering Challenge Electronics 

products, both customers and manufacturers. As such, Challenge Electronics does it’s 

best to maintain compliance to all chemicals listed within Proposition 65’s chemical list. 

To the best of our knowledge, Challenge Electronics full product line does not pose a 

reasonable avenue of exposure to human contact via any route through standard 

operational use though certain components may contain trace amounts of certain 

chemicals listed within the proposition.  As such, Challenge Electronics declares 

compliance to the California Proposition 65 due to the lack of a reasonable exposure 

avenue.  

 

Challenge Electronics is declaring compliance though if a customer is using a 

product outside of normal operating practices or if performing a destructive component 

test, the application is done at a customer’s own risk. To reduce the risk of exposure, 

Challenge Electronics recommends use of approved safety equipment including but not 

limited to ventilation, face masks and gloves designed specifically for the purpose of 

filtering out particles. Challenge Electronics maintains no liability for the defined and 

additional use cases outside of normal operating practices. All requests for additional 

product information regarding component specifics will be honored for a customer’s 

cross reference to the Proposition. 

 

https://www.oehha.ca.gov/prop65
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For additional questions or concerns, please contact your Challenge Electronics 

sales representative. 

 

 

Best regards,  

Joshua Klyman 

 
04/17/2024 

Engineering Director 
Challenge Electronics 

95 East Jefryn Blvd 
Deer Park, NY 11729 

www.challengelectronics.com 
 

Phone 631-595-2217 
Fax 631-586-5899 
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